
CSCM67	–	CW2		

Accelerating	matricial	workloads	

Computing large n by n products using OpenCL  
In this assignment, you will have to optimise a workload similar to a Boolean matrix multiplication. This will 
require the use of shared memory to minimise memory transfers as well as synchronisation mechanisms in 
place (i.e., barriers.) A simple implementation in C is provided so that it can be compared with the OpenCL 
code.   

The workload to be ported to OpenCL is as follows. We will consider two random n2 bit-matrices A and B 
that we will multiply using a special multiplication algorithm. Essentially, normal multiplications will be 
replaced by a xor operator (operator^ in C). The formula for each result entry is as follows: 
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To simplify the problem, we will supposed that: 

1. We are dealing with square matrices. 
2. n is a multiple of 64. 

Marks Breakdown (100%) 

 

1- Having a working parallel OpenCL algorithm (20 marks).  
2- Proper completion of the host code function launching the product kernel (20 marks). 
3- The program will have to be memory efficient by making sure that for instance memory accesses are 

optimized. Without this, it is going to be very hard to get full hardware efficiency. Therefore, most 
memory accesses should be aligned and coalesced. Other optimisation aspects could be considered here, 
and marks will be granted independently from the next question (20 marks).  

4- The algorithm should breakdown calculations into smaller blocks that can fit into shared memory. This 
will further help improving memory accesses. Ideally, threads inside workgroups should first 
collaborate to load blocks before then processing these blocks. (20 marks). 

5- Bits can be obviously represented in various ways. The logical approach is in our case to use integers 
that can pack 32 or 64 bits as respectively 32 or 64 bit operations can be carried out with one 
instruction. There exists a popcount function that can accelerate this kind of workload and that you 
should look into. However, the function is not available in OpenCL 1.1 and so cannot be tested in the 
lab. As such, a few extra marks will be granted if summing the bits of int values is carried out more 
efficiently than the CPU version (in other words, better than looping for all the bits ). Using a popcount 
instruction can be just fine, but again, cannot be tested in labs. If needed or in doubt, the OpenCL file 
can include several kernels (10 marks). 

6- Calculate the number of xor and + instructions executed per second in one aggregated number. One can 
use the Chrono class for the purpose of measuring time. (5 marks). 

7- Submission should follow guidelines (5 marks). 


